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ABSTRACT. This paper is devoted to numerically study the sheet metal blanking process using 

elastic-visco-plastic model fully coupled with ductile damage and 3D adaptive remeshing procedure. 

The proposed constitutive theory aims to capture the effects of irreversible damage associated with 

the failure mechanisms that occur in sheet metal forming under large deformation. The isotropic 

ductile damage fully coupled into an elasto-viscoplastic flow stress model and stress state parameters 

(stress triaxiality and Lode angle) are proposed to control the damage evolution under multi-axial 

loading path.  

When a sheet metal is sheared by large elastic-viscoplastic strains, the propagation of macroscopic 

cracks induces severe changes of topology and frequent remeshing must be performed in order to 

avoid large mesh distortion and element quality. An h-adaptive Constraint Delaunay kernel 

remeshing scheme (refinement and coarsening) dedicated to the simulation of macroscopic ductile 

cracks initiation and propagation during blanking processes is proposed. Cracks are represented using 

a procedure based on fully damaged elements deletion. Optimal adaptive element size is driven by 

error indicators based on both geometrical considerations (tool geometry, deformed part) and the 

derivatives of physical field (plastic strain or damage localization). The proposed methodology was 

successfully verified comparing the predicted evolution of material ductility with the experimental 

data relative to several metals. The procedure for the blanking simulation is also discussed in details. 

 

KEYWORDS: Sheet metal blanking; Elastic-visco-plastic; Multi-axial failure; Triaxiality; 3D 

adaptive remeshing 
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1. Introduction 

The mechanical engineering industrials increasingly rely on the numerical simulation to design 

and optimize the metalworking processes. In practice, different simulating processes have different 

key points needed to be considered specially. In contrast to metal forming processes (casting, forging 

and sheet metal forming), cutting processes is a term which is used to describe a variety of material 

removal processes, in which a cutting tool removes unwanted material from a workpiece to produce 

the desired shape. The sheet metal blanking is one of the material removal processes.  

In sheet metal blanking, the ductile damage plays an important role, which makes the prediction 

of damage evolution become an essential work in numerical simulation. Continuum Damage 

Mechanics (CDM) is an important theory to predict the ductile damage when material deforms. It 

assumes that the damage dues to the nucleation and growth of micro defects (voids and cracks), and 

their coalescence into macrocracks [1-14]. The relationship between micro defects and ductile failure 

is firstly developed by McClintock [2]. After, three main approaches based on micro defects [15] are 

extensively used to describe the damage mechanics: fracture mechanics [3], micro-based damage 

mechanics [4, 16-18], and continuum damage mechanics. Since the limitations of first two methods, 

the continuum damage mechanics is more widely used in recent years. In CDM, the damage is 

assumed to be one of the internal state variables which relate to material behavior induced by the 

irreversible deterioration of microstructure. Lamaitre and Choboche [6, 7] developed a fully coupled 

ductile damage model based on continuum damage mechanic. Tekkaya et al. [19] developed a fully 

coupled isotropic ductile damage constitutive model to predict the material behavior for metal 

blanking. Although these models have been applied for predicting the damage behavior, the damage 

evolution in complex loading histories has received little attention. The first aim in this paper is to 

develop an elasto-viscoplastic coupled multi-axial damage constitutive model based on Continuum 

Damage Mechanics (CDM) for blanking simulation. There are two aspects which are worth to 

mention: 

 The isotropic ductile damage is coupled into a viscoplastic flow stress model based on the 

Continuum damage mechanics. 

 A stress triaxiality-dependant and Lode angle-dependant stress state parameter is proposed 

into this constitutive model to control the damage evolution under the complex loading 

histories. 

This fully coupled constitutive model has been implemented into a Dynamic Explicit Finite Element 

code (Abaqus/Explicit) using the user’s subroutine. The local integration of the viscoplastic-damage 
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constitutive equations is performed using an asymptotic implicit scheme applied to only two scalar 

equations solved by Newton-Raphson algorithm. 

Another challenge in sheet metal blanking is the problem of large plastic deformation, which 

makes the element severely distort during the finite element simulation. This problem can be solved 

by applying the adaptive meshing or remeshing scheme. Brokken [20] used the discrete fracture 

model and a 2D adaptive remeshing approach to simulate the sheet blanking process. And later, some 

other adaptive remeshing strategies [21, 22] for blanking were considered to avoid the element 

distortion in the blanking simulations in 2D. In this paper, an advanced 3D adaptive remeshing 

procedure is proposed. It is an important improvement of finite element method after its generation 

[23]. In this field, Borouchaki et al. [24-30] has made great contribution in both 2D and 3D. The 

adaptive remeshing scheme which he proposed had been widely used in elastoplastic-damage domain 

by Cherouat et al. [31]. It was also used in electromagnetic field by Borouchaki and Grosges [29]. In 

this paper, a computing platform is constructed for integrating the 3D adaptive mesher OPTIFORM, 

the explicit solver and filed transfer (point to point) in order to simulate the sheet blanking process. 

The platform has the abilities to: 

 Alleviate the computational costs: it adapts the finite mesh to the localized features so as to 

significantly improve the convergence rates and calculating accuracy of the finite element 

analysis.  

 Reproduce the challenging feature: the crack propagation is well simulated by refining the 

element mesh size step by step and the element distortion in strain localization region is 

avoided. 

 Remove the fully damaged elements during the metal blanking process. 

The proposed numerical methodology is applied and validated into the tensile and compressive test. 

A sheet metal blanking model is constructed using proposed numerical methodology. Some 

technological parameters, including blanking clearance and tool wear are studied numerically based 

on this finite element model.  

2. Constitutive model 

2.1. Elasto-viscoplastic fully coupled damage model 

To describe the gradual internal deterioration within the framework of continuum mechanics several 

continuum damage models, either phenomenological or micromechanically based, have been 
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developed. Kachanov [1] was the first to introduce the effective stress concept to model creep 

rupture. Isotropic damage formulations are extensively employed in the literature because of their 

simplicity, efficiency and adequacy for many practical applications. The constitutive equations for 

elasto-plasticity coupled with ductile damage adopted here have been originally proposed for small 

strains in the framework of irreversible processes with state variables by [6, 11, 21, 32-34]. Yield 

function f is defined, according to the principle of strain equivalence, by:  

   2, , ( , )  &% p p

yf R D J R        (1) 

where 2

3
:

2
J S S  is the second invariant of the stress tensor and 1

3
S tr( )    is the deviatoric 

part of the Cauchy stress tensor, ( , )&p p
R     is the isotropic hardening function and 

y
  is the uniaxial 

yield stress of the virgin material. 

The different effects of damage variable ( 0 D 1  ) on the effective modulus in tension and 

compression can be manipulated by the parameter h ( 10  h ) which characterizes the effect of the 

closure of micro-cracks in a compression loading state. The value 1h   stands for the damage 

evolution in the tensile state without the crack closure effects, and 0h   corresponds that the crack is 

closed and there is no damage evolution within the pure compressive state. The value of h is often 

taken close to 0.2 which is typically observed in many experiments (Besson, 1990,  Benzerga et al. 

1990,  Lemaitre 1992, and Lou 2017). In order to perform the effect of this damage variable on the 

mechanical behavior, the effective state variables  σ,ε%% e
 are introduced: 

e e e e

                       
1 D 1 hD

1 D          1 hD
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where h  is the stress state parameter used to determine the effect of the stress state on ductile 

material failure and it will be determined later. The positive part x   considers the damage 

evolution for the elements that are in the tensile state. These parts accumulate the damage when the 

elements were in tensile stress state. The negative part x    considers compressive state where the 

damage evolution is controlled by the parameter  h .  

The stress-like variables, Cauchy stress tensor and scalar state variable associated with the isotropic 

ductile damage variable can be derived by Clausius-Duhem Inequality respectively:  
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In the framework of CDM, the existence of a damage dissipation potential FD is assumed and, in the 

case of plasticity damage, the total dissipation potential is given as,  

   

1

0
D

1 Y Y
F f F f

1 1 hD





  
         

  (6) 

The parameters (Y0, α, β and γ) are damage parameters which can control the evolution of ductile 

damage shape and evolution. According to hypothesis of normality of the evolution of the plastic 

flow, the spatial modified plastic stretching tensor and the continuum damage variable are assumed to 

be governed by the equation: 
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For the isotropic hardening variable, the equivalent plastic strain rate is updated as: 

2
:

3 1

   


&
& & &

p pp

hD
                                                                                         (8) 

where& is plastic multiplier determined by the consistency conditions:  

: 0
  

   
  

& & &&
f f f

f R D
R D


                                                                                 (9) 

To be complete, one should give the non-symmetric fourth order tangent elastoplastic operator 

: &&
T

L   , where T
L is defined as: 
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where p
H  is the tangent plastic hardening module  given by: 
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2.2. Visco-plastic hardening model 

Viscoplasticity is usually modeled in three-dimensions using overstress models of the Perzyna or 

Duvaut-Lions types [35]. In these models, the stress is allowed to increase beyond the rate-

independent yield surface upon application of a load and then allowed to relax back to the yield 

surface over time. The yield surface is usually assumed not to be rate-dependent in such models. An 

alternative approach is to add a strain rate-dependence to the yield stress and use the techniques of 

rate independent plasticity to calculate the response of a material [36]. 

The Johnson–Cook (JC) model [37] is purely empirical and the most widely used in thermo-

mechanic field. Since the temperature effect is not important in the blanking process and the thermal 

effects are ignored. Johnson-Cook hardening is a particular type of isotropic hardening where the 

static yield stress, is assumed to be of the form: 

0( ) ( )   
p p n

A B                                                                            (12) 

where (A, B and n) represent the isotropic hardening evolution  

The Johnson-Cook strain rate dependence assumes that: 

0

0

( , ) ( ) 1 ln
 

  
 

&
&

&

p
p p p

R C
   


                    (13) 

where &  is the equivalent plastic strain rate,  
0

&  is the initial strain rate determined experimentally 

and C represent the material viscosity parameter.  

2.3. Stress state parameter 

The multi-axial damage evolution is necessary in blanking simulation. For instance, the surface 

of workpiece which is contacted with the punch undergoes compressive stress state. If there is no 

configuration of multi-axial damage evolution, the damage in these compressive regions will 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strain_rate
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accumulate faster than that in others where undergo tensile or shearing stress state. This will lead to 

the rapid degradation of the material stiffness in the compressive region and it is not practical.  

Theoretically speaking, the damage caused by the microdefects has different evolution processes 

when the state of stress changes. The micro-defects can open in the tensile state will close in 

compressive state. Some quasi-unilateral model [38, 39] is developed to consider this recovery effect 

of physical properties after closure of microdefects. This paper proposes a multi-axial damage 

evolution model through defining a stress state parameter ( , ) h  which is associated with stress 

triaxiality ( )  and Lode angle ( ) . 

The stress state should be defined to confirm the stress state parameter. At an isotropic material point 

we can described the stress state by three invariants: 

1

3

1 2 3

1 3 27
( ),    : ,    and   det

3 2 2
      

 
J tr J S S J S                                                       (14) 

The invariant J1 represents the hydrostatic component of the current stress state; J2 and J3 represent 

the second and third stress invariants measure of the deviatoric stress tensor. It is convenient to work 

with the dimensionless hydrostatic pressure defined by: 

1

2

J

J
                                                                                                                                (15) 

The second important parameter is the Lode angle  0  which is related to the normalized third 

deviatoric stress invariant  , can be written as: 

 
3

3
0

2

cos 3
J

J
 

 
  
 

                                                                                                      (16) 

The Lode angle has the range of 
00 60 o o  is an indication of the magnitude of the intermediate 

principal stress in relation to the minor and major principal stresses. The normalized third deviatoric 

stress invariant   has the range of 1 1   . For calculation purposes, 0  is also normalized by: 

 06 2
1 1 arccos

 
 

                                                                                            (17) 

which can make the Lode angle have the normalized range of 1 1   . This normalized will be 

called the Lode angle parameter hereinafter. The stress state parameter ( , )h    can be calculated 

when stress triaxiality and Lode angle confirmed as:  

- First step : is to fit respectively three main controlling curves which only consider the 

stress triaxiality using a same simple logistic-growth expression, as follows: 
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1
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1 
 b

h
ae

                                                                              (18) 

The logistic-growth function is used to describe the growth of a lower limit 0 and an upper limit 1, 

which fits the stress state parameter property.  Parameters a and b are material constants, which have 

the ability to control the start value or end value of ( )h   and shape of the curves in a certain interval 

of  . For metal forming and machining, the hydrostatic loading for the material point undergoes a 

hydrostatic loading mostly in the interval of ( 1 1   ) and we also focus on studying the material 

damage behaviour in this interval. 

Three different stress state parameter curves ( )h   in tension, shear and compression are fitted 

respectively by different sets of material parameter (a, b), as shown in Fig. 1. Comparing these three 

curves, we can find that the stress state parameter curve in tension dominates the damage evolution 

when   is greater than 0.4; and the stress state parameter curve in shear replaces that in tension when 

  is smaller than 0.4. One can also observe that the stress state parameter is near to zero when   is 

smaller than -1/3 in the stress state parameter curve in tension, which leads to a very slow 

accumulation of damage energy. However, the stress state parameter in shear is keeping a high level 

even in the negative stress triaxiality state. Actually, there are some differences for different metals in 

the transition range, which   is in the interval of ( 0 0.4  ). The value of 0.4   can be called 

the transition point. The transition point can be changed in different metals and two different types of 

metal may be classified using the value of transition point. The curve increases with the stress 

triaxiality for materials having smaller equivalent strain to fracture in shear, such as steel 4340, 

aluminium Al2024-T351, while the curve decreases with the stress triaxiality for materials having 

larger equivalent strain to fracture in shear, such as aluminium 1100-0 and copper OFHC (Bao and 

Wierzbicki 2005). 
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Figure 1. Three principal stress state curves of tension, shear and compression 

- Second step: is to introduce the effect of the Lode angle. Three stress state parameter curves 

associated with stress triaxiality are presented respectively for tensile state ( )h  , shear state 

0 ( )h   and compressive state ( )h  . Then the dependence on the Lode angle parameter   is 

taken to be parabolic form, which can be written as: 

0 2 01 1
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2 2
h h h h h h h                          

   (19) 

 

In the function of stress state parameter, six material constants needed to determine. Note that the 

main controlling curve ( )h   is corresponding to the bounding curve when 1  , 0 ( )h   corresponds 

to the bounding curve when 0   and ( )h   corresponds to the bounding curve when 1   .The 

stress state parameter varies from 0 to 1, which stands for the changing of the stress state from 

compression, to compression-shear, to shear, to shear-tension and to tension. In various loading 

conditions, the symmetric stress state  0  h h h  the stress state parameter surface have week 

effects of stress triaxiality and Lode angle.  Strong effects of stress triaxiality and Lode angle are 

considered when different stress triaxiality bounding curves in tension, shear and compression are 

respectively adopted, as shown in Fig. 2. We observe that the stress state parameter in various loading 

conditions ( ,  ) can be found in this surface. This strongly dependent stress state parameter surface 
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is coupled into our proposed constitutive equations in this work to study the damage evolution in 

complex loading conditions.  

 

Figure 2. Stress state parameter surface with different stress triaxiality and Lode angle 

2.4. Aspects of the numerical integration of constitutive equations 

The finite element formulation of the large strain elastic-visco-plastic model coupled with damage 

follows standard updated Lagrangian formulation procedure, whereby equilibrium is expressed with 

respect to the current configuration: 

c

v c c

V V V Γ Γ

G(u, u) ρu udV : dV f udV t udΓ t u dΓ


               
rr r r r r r rr r

&& & && & & & &     (20) 

with  u c, ,   , are parts of the boundary where the displacement vector, the force surface vector t
r

 

and the contact force surface vector ct
r

 are prescribed with  u c     . The vector vf
r

 is the 

body force field, while u

  and u


  are the virtual kinematical admissible velocity and acceleration 

fields respectively and cu

  is the virtual velocity vector of contact nodes. 

The integration of the rate evolution equations is accomplished by a radial return mapping algorithm, 

based on a dynamic explicit procedure. Explicit dynamic procedure performs a large number of small 

time increments efficiently. It is based upon the implementation of an explicit integration rule 

together with the use of diagonal (“lumped”) element mass matrices. The equations of motion for the 

body are integrated using the explicit central-difference integration rule: 

1

( ) ( ) ( )

( 1) ( )

( 1 2) ( 1 2) ( )

( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( 1 2)

( ) ( )
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         (21) 

 

(a) Symmetric stress state parameter surface 
 

(b) Asymmetric stress state parameter surface 
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Where 
NJ

M  is the mass matrix,  
J

P  is the applied load vector, and 
J

I  is the internal force vector. 

The degrees of freedom 
N

u in subscript i  increment compute, ( 1 2n ) and ( 1 2n ) refer to middle 

increment values. Each increment is relatively inexpensive (compared to the direct-integration 

dynamic analysis procedure available in Abaqus/Standard) because there is no solution for a set of 

simultaneous equations. The material removing processes are the highly non-linear problems which 

includes material elastic-visco-plastic-damage behavior, complex boundary contact and geometric 

deformation. ABAQUS/Explicit solver is the first chose for us to solve the problems. The local 

integration of the fully coupled constitutive equations, implemented in ABAQUS/Explicit FE code 

using the user defined subroutine VUMAT, is performed using the return mapping algorithms 

together with the Euler implicit scheme based on the well-known elastic prediction/plastic correction 

as: 

 (i) Elastic predictor: 

     1 11 2 1 1 :1 1     trial trialtrial

n nn e n n e n n
h D h D                                          (22) 

(ii) Check plastic consistency condition: 

If  2 1 ( , ) 0   &trial p p

n n n y
f J R     THEN 

Set    
1 1 

   trial

n n
  and RETURN 

ELSE go to (iii)  

(iii) Visco-plastic corrector (solve simultaneously at each Newton-Raphson iteration the two 

unknowns system for  n 1 n 1, D  : 
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(iv) Update 
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(v) RETURN 

The Cauchy stresses are updated using elastic strain tensors; the stress triaxiality and Lode angle are 

calculated to update the new stress state parameter. During the whole process, the damage variable D 

accumulates from elastic stage to plastic stage until to the final fracture when D is greater than Dc at a 

given integration point. The correspondent elastic modulus will set to zero giving zero and element 

lost its capacity of loading when the fully damage reaches.  

3.2. Adaptive remeshing procedure 

The FEM based numerical simulation of sheet or bulk metal forming processes involving large 

irreversible deformations requires adequate spatial mesh discretization of the deformed domain. 

According to the large amount of plastic deformation undergone during sheet metal blanking, the 

initial mesh is highly distorted; frequent remeshing is needed during the computation in order to 

avoid mesh quality and also to control the errors caused by the approximation of the thermo-

mechanical fields [49-52]. Two kinds of error estimates are proposed. The first deals with the 

gradient of the damage field (physical error estimation) and the second, concerns the local curvature 

of both the formed part and the forming tools (geometrical error estimation).  

This allows to adapt the mesh in order to improve the damage localization leading to a macroscopic 

crack; and to improve the non-penetration condition concerning the contact boundary between the 

damaged part and the tools. To mesh the computational domain, we consider a combined approach 

which uses a frontal method to define field points and Delaunay method to construct the connection 

between these points. This remeshing technique is extended to the case where a prescribed size map 

is given, for example by means of an a posteriori error estimate (damage or plastic strain). In this 

case we consider the intersection of the geometric map and the prescribed size map to govern the 

remeshing of the domain. An adaptive remeshing computing platform is implemented using Python 
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script and it integrates the 3D adaptive mesher, the ABAQUS/Explicit solver and the field transfer 

(point to point). The Python script divides the actual loads into numerous sub-loads and implements 

the load ∆u step by step.  

1. At the first iteration, the initial geometrical domain Ω and its boundary G1(Γ) are necessary to 

give out using the spatial discretization based on tetrahedral finite elements. The solution 

S0(Ω) on the Gauss points of these elements also needs to be specified if they exit as the initial 

conditions.  

2. The final deformation is assumed to be obtained iteratively, after several ``small'' loading 

steps (which is the case in the framework of an explicit integration scheme for solving the 

problem). At the following load step, the meshes are refined or coarsened automatically 

according to the constantly changing physical fields and geometrical shape; the element 

qualities are evaluated and optimized to the regular or similar regular tetrahedral elements; 

and the physical fields are transferred (point to point) from the old mesh to the new one using 

advanced algorithm.  

3. The fully damaged elements are deleted when the damage field D greater than Dmax and the 

new boundaries can be redefined in this process. The damage field is also a reference to refine 

the mesh in domain Ω, and the mesh size is imposed to reach the smallest value if the damage 

field greater than the critical value Dc. 

The proposed adaptive remeshing procedure is a numerical calculating environment integrates 

explicit solver, OPTIFORM adaptive mesher and point to point field transfer algorithm. It is based on 

tetrahedral elements and updates the mesh step by step automatically. During the procedure, both 

prior and posteriori error estimates are used to refine the mesh; the temperature-displacement 

dynamic explicit in ABAQUS is chosen to solve metal forming processes; the physical field in nodes 

(temperature) and element interpolation points (stress, equivalent plastic strain and damage variable) 

are transferred. 

 

3.1. Remeshing procedure 

OPRIFORM mesher can provide us the adaptive mesh of tetrahedral finite elements. The unit 

remeshing strategy and Constraint Delaunay kernel are proposed to refine and coarsen automatically 

the FE meshes. It uses edge removing and edge-based refinement combined with a constraint 

Delaunay method to construct a unit mesh. Hence, the FE mesh optimize from both element and its 

edges. Prior and posterior error estimates are interpolated to generate different mesh size map and 

control the local mesh density. The elements will be killed in OPTIFORM when damage criterion is 
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satisfied. The new boundary is constructed after unit mesh generating, edges/elements optimizing and 

elements killing. The field both on nodes and elements are transferred. Fields on element, such as 

stress and plastic strain, are transferred through Gauss point from old mesh to the new one. Fields on 

node, such as temperature, is transferred based on fast point and element search algorithm [] from old 

mesh to the new one directly. 

Based on above function, the adaptive remeshing procedure (see Fig. 3) used in metal forming 

processes can be described as: we consider 
1  and 

2  as the initial domain of work-piece and 

cutter/punch respectively in 3
R , 

1. Computation the finite element model created by 1  and 2 . Solution S  at each step time 

is defined for 1 ; 

2. Detection of contact region and deformation zone using prior error estimate. The first mesh 

size map Hgeo will be defined as a prior metric field to govern the remeshing domain; 

3. Confirmation of local mesh quality using posterior error estimation based on physical field 

solution S . The second mesh size map Hphy (include damaged) will be defined as a posterior 

metric field to govern the remeshing domain;  

4. Intersection of the mesh size map and definition the unique size map to adaptive remesh and 

optimize the domain; the new boundary 1
  and 2

  are created. 

5. Transfer of thermal-mechanical fields from 1 , 2  to 1
 , 2

 ; return to step 1. 

The above cyclic process divides the whole metal forming process into several iterations and the 

adaptive remeshing procedure is implemented at each iteration to ensure mesh qualities. During each 

adaptive remeshing iteration, the mesh size is controlled by element minimal size Hmin and maximum 

size Hmax. The contact region is detected and remeshed based on prior estimate. The mesh is 

optimized and refined based posterior estimate which can be chosen in provided physical solution S , 

for example equivalent plastic strain. The field of damage must be calculated through various damage 

criterions and the damaged elements are killed according to the given field. The finite element 

simulation for metal forming processes will be finished when all of these iterations are implemented 

successfully. 
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the used shell Script 

3.2. Error estimation 

 
The local mesh density is governed by an element size map which is consistent with the underlying 

geometry of the deformed domain and the improvement of the accuracy of the desired mechanical 

fields. Metal forming, such as metal orthogonal cutting and blanking are complex contact and 

deformation or damage problems. To obtain an accurate FE simulation for metal forming, the mesh 

of local contact and deformation region must refine firstly. The zone which includes a kind of 

physical field with high gradient distributions must be refined secondly. Simultaneously, the 

unconcerned regions should be keeping coarse to save computing cost. In this paper, both priori and 

posterior estimate was used to reach these purpose.  

 A priori error estimate was presented to identify the nodes and elements of the part which 

contact with tools. As master contact surface, tool’s surface and its normal need to be given 

out before remeshing. The priori remeshing region ( )R s  which associates with the surface s  

is defined by: 

   3, ( , )  R s X R d N s                                                                                          (25) 
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Where ( , )
r

d N n  is the distance between node N  and  
r
n  through the normal direction from 

tool’s surface to part’s surface, and   is detect displacement which needs to be defined 

initially. The fist geometrical size map generates and stores when priori error estimate is 

defined as (Fig. 4):  

geo

geo

H 2 sin( ) Angular

H 2 (2 ) Curvature

  


  
                                                                                         (26) 

 A posteriori error estimator depending on the given field solution interpolates the error and 

optimizes the finite mesh again. The mesh size of the whole region has a gradient refinement 

according to the given solution. The region which is attributed with the higher field solution 

than the give threshold 
crit

K  will be refined to minH . This procedure always implements in lots 

of small deformed iterations to avoiding element distorting and ensure calculating accurately. 

In this paper, the equivalent plastic strain p  is chosen to control the mesh size adaptively : 

   
p

p

crit phy max min max

crit

phy min

if K H h H H
K

Else H H

         
  
 

   0 0.7     (27) 

  

 The damage field is also considered to kill the fully failed elements. The mesh with the new 

boundary generates after elements killing. Mesh damage size HD  to the damage 

  max

D max c

D
ln( )

D

D max min max c max

D min max

H H 0 D D

H h H H e D D D

H H D D



  

     
  


   0 0.5                (28) 

 The intersection of the geometric map and the prescribed size map govern the remeshing of the 

domain is defined as : 

 geo phy DH Min H ,H ,H                                                               (29) 
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Figure 4. Geometrical mesh size 
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3.3. Transfer, consistent recovery and equilibrium 

The generation of a new mesh in the remeshing process, the state variables from the old mesh must 

be transferred to the new mesh. One can either completely recomputed the simulation variables or 

transfer the variables from the old mesh to the new mesh.  

Two groups of transferal techniques: 

- techniques to transfer discontinuous variables which are continuous within each element and 

stored at Gauss points such as stress, state variable and damage ;  

- techniques to transfer continuous variables stored at nodes such as displacement, velocity and 

temperate. 

The variables at the Gauss points of the new mesh are obtained from the nodal points using shape 

functions. After generating the new mesh, the thermo-mechanical fields should be transferred from 

the old mesh to the new one, such that the computation may continue without excessive error. To 

achieve this successfully, two main methods are usually used, namely the standard interpolation the 

projection techniques. However, for problems with high physical (finite elastic-visco-plasticity, 

damage, friction, …) and geometrical (evolving contact, large transformation, …) nonlinearities, 

some improvements should be made. In fact, on the old mesh the concerned fields verify (in the FE 

sense) both the global equilibrium equations (displacement and temperature fields at nodes) as well 

as the constitutive equations (stress and internal variable fields at integration points).  

Accordingly, the transfer operation are accounted for, should address the following issues: 

 

(1) the verification of the static equilibrium equations (static admissibility); 

(2) consistency with constitutive equations (plastic admissibility); 

(3) compatibility with the displacement or velocity fields on the new mesh (kinematic admissibility); 

(4) compatibility with evolving boundary conditions (unilateral contact conditions) and with the 

rupture condition (critical value of damage); 

(5) minimization of numerical ‘diffusion’ of state variables. 

5. Application to metal forming 

Blanking is a metal stamping operation by which the sheet metal is punched to get the required outer 

profile of the sheet metal component. During the blanking process the punch tool penetrates into the 

sheet metal and forces the material into the die. A small clearance exists between the punch and die 
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tools. When the punch impacts the sheet, the metal in this clearance quickly bends and then fractures. 

The blank which has been sheared from the large piece of sheet metal now falls freely into the gap in 

the die. This process is extremely fast, with some blanking presses capable of performing over 1000 

strokes per minute. The effects of shearing on the material change as the cut progresses and are 

visible on the edge of the sheared material. When the punch impacts the sheet, the clearance between 

the tools allows the sheet to plastically deform and generates a depth of rollover at the sheared edge. 

The part of the material is pushed by the punch in this stage. Following with the further penetration, 

the shear force leads to a vertical burnished zone of material. Finally, the shear stress is too great and 

the material fractures at an angle with a small burr formed at the edge.  

In this work, 3D sheet metal forming examples will be now presented in order to test the capability of 

the proposed numerical methodology to predict the ductile damage occurrence during the cutting 

process as well as its ability to study the influence of the process technological parameters on the 

sheet quality. All presented results herein are obtained with the fully isotropic model concerning 

elasticity, plasticity and damage.  

5.1. Tensile test of OFHC copper alloy 

The first example investigates the material plastic properties required to completely blanking 

operation and the second example investigates the effect numerical and blanking parameters on the 

predicting of ductile damage during the cutting process.  

Properties of the used oxygen-free-high-conductivity OFHC copper alloy obtained from the tensile 

tests, are given in Table 1. With these parameters and the absence of experimental information about 

the softening stage due to the damage effect as well as the precise experimental value of the ductility, 

the damage coefficients have been estimated in order to have a maximum effective stress of 

max 383MPa  , the plastic strain at damage initiation p = 0.22 and the plastic strain to fracture f = 

0.26.  The fully coupled predicted true effective stress-true plastic strain curve for both uncoupled and 

fully coupled cases obtained in simple tension is given is compared to the experimental values in Fig. 

5. The damage evolves from the damage initiation to the fracture and the material stiffness degrades 

from maximum tensile force to zero.  

The tensile tests are simulated firstly without remeshing for both coupled and uncoupled cases. In the 

case of a calculation without remeshing, 3D continuum hexahedral finite elements are used and a fine 

mesh (H = 0.01mm in the region of localization) are applied to simulate the localization of the 

equivalent plastic strain and also the ductile damage. The iso-values of the damage in the specimens 

with/without remeshing procedure are shown in Fig. 6.  
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The localization phenomenon of damage, the formation of a crack and its propagation to the final 

fracture were accurately simulated. Firstly, the damage focused in the centre of the specimen and the 

shear band extended from centre to the two sides along the direction of a 45°. Then, the crack 

generates in the center at a displacement of U=1.0mm and propagates along the shear band when the 

tensile displacement increased from U=1.586mm to U=1.587mm. Finally, the specimen fractured 

when the tensile displacement move from U=1.587mm to U=1.588mm (see Fig. 6).  

In the case of fully coupled model with damage without remeshing (Fig. 6b), the damage localization 

appears in the middle at a displacement of U=0.5mm. And then, two shear bands are formed quickly 

at a displacement of U=1.24mm. The damage variable reaches to the maximum value D=1 in the 

cracked zones at a displacement of U=1.5mm. However, in the uncoupled case (Fig. 6a), the damage 

variable is invalid and there is no damage localization exists. The simulation results also have shown 

us that the crack generation and propagation can be well simulated with the help of adaptive 

remeshing scheme. The adaptive remeshing scheme constantly refines the mesh size according to the 

damage accumulation and optimizes the element quality after large deformation. This is helpful to 

simulate some problems when damage and crack formation exist.  

Table 1. Elastic-visco-plastic parameters of the OFHC copper 

E (GPa)  A (MPa)  B (MPa) n C 0Y  α β γ h 
0&  

124 0.34 90 280 0.45 0.025 0.38 0.2 0.3 0.37 0.2 1% 
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Figure 5. Predicted stress-strain curve of OFHC copper material 
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(a) Uncoupled without 

remeshing (equivalent 
plastic strain) 

 
(b) Coupled without 

remeshing 
(equivalentplastic strain)  

 
(c) Coupled with remeshing 

and kill element 
(equivalent plastic strain) 

 

 

 

 
Damage 

Figure 6. Ductile damage localization in various case 

In Figure 7, the predicted force-displacement curves with and without remeshing are compared with 

the experiment values. From this figure, one can observe the simulation results fit well the 

experiment values in the plastic stage and the effect of the damage-induced softening are clearly in 

the simulation using fully coupled damage constitutive equations. These results prove that the 

proposed numerical methodology using elastoplastic fully coupled ductile damage model and 

adaptive remeshing procedure is reliable to predict the material behavior.  

Three minimum mesh size Hmin=0.5mm (coarse), Hmin=0.1mm (moderate coarse) and Hmin=0.05mm 

(fine) were used to study the sensibility of mesh size on the tensile force-displacement curves (see 

Fig. 8). It is clear that the damage evolution is sensitive to the element size and the damage variable 

accumulates more quickly in the smaller mesh size simulation. Some future works will be 

concentrated in solving the mesh size effect. 

U=1.586

mm 

U=1.0 
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mm 
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Figure 7. Tensile force versus displacement of OFHC copper material 

 

Figure 8. Mesh size effect on the response of tensile force-displacement 

5.2. Application to sheet metal blanking 

The main purpose of the numerical simulation is to “virtually” predict a final sheared edge free from 

any defect (ratio of burnished edge, burr height), to estimate the residual stress profile through the 

thickness and the maximum blanking force versus displacement [52-66]. The geometrical model 

(Table 2) and the boundary conditions of cylindrical sheet metal blanking are described in Fig 9. The 

numerical model will be validated through comparing the blanking force and the profiles of sheared 

edge with the experimental results [46, 51].  
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Table 2. Geometrical parameters of sheet blanking 

v (mm/s) t (mm) c (m) ØDp (mm) ØDd (mm)  R = r  (m) 

20 0.58 15 3.5 3.53 10 
 

             

 

Figure 8. Geometry parameters and boundary conditions of blanking process 

Because of the symmetry of the problem, only the quarter of the circular disc is modelled. The sheet 

is discretized initially by 1284 linear tetrahedral elements (C3D4 tetrahedral elements in ABAQUS 

element library). The appropriate symmetry conditions are applied at the axis of symmetry. The 

punch, die and blank-holder tools are modeled by quadrilateral rigid elements. The friction 

coefficient (μ=0.1) is used in both surface to surface contact (punch/die and work-piece) and self-

contact (fractured surface). The punch force is generated by a constant velocity of 20mm/s. The mass 

scaling is used for computational efficiency: the first fixed mass scaling definition scales the masses 

in the entire model by a factor (100); the second fixed mass scaling definition together with the first 

definition by scaling the masses of any elements whose stable time increments are less than 1×10-7.  

The first mesh was mainly controlled by geometrical error estimate, which means that the element 

size in the range of detected distance between part and tools (Hausdorff distance δ) were refined to 

small size Hmin at the beginning of simulation. The refined mesh based on both geometrical and 

physical error estimates were focused on the contact region between the sheet and tools, where 

forecasts of existing large plastic deformation and fracture (see Table 3). At each punch penetration, 

the element size is adapted to equivalent plastic strain and element killing accords to the fully 

damage variable.  

Table 3. Adaptive remeshing parameters for the blanking of the OFHC sheet 

Hmin Hmax Critical damage Dc Damage max  Dmax Hausdorff distance δ 

0.01 mm 0.5 mm 0.5 0.9999 0.02 mm 
 

ØDp 

ØDd 
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The deformed meshes and damage distributions in sheet are plotted in Fig. 9 for each punch 

displacement. At each penetration of punch, the element size is refined by both geometrical and 

equivalent plastic strain Fig. 9 (b-d). The fully damage elements appear firstly at the region which 

contacts with punch corner Fig. 9b. The macro-crack generates from this corner and propagates along 

the shear edge perpendicularly Fig. 9c. Finally, the shear edge forms when the macro-crack penetrates 

through the sheet and the copper sheet was cut, as shown in Fig. 9d  when the punch penetration 

reached to Uf = 0.33mm.  

 

(a) Initial mesh 

 

(b) Adapted mesh U = 0.01 mm 

 

(c) Adapted mesh U = 0.02 mm 
 

(d) Final deformed mesh for Uf = 0.33 mm 

 

Figure 9. Predicted circular disc blanking using adaptive mesh 
 

The morphology of sheared edge forms just in the fully damaged region, where the equivalent stress 

degrades to zero and corresponding to killed element. The predicted morphology using both the 

proposed model with and without adaptive remeshing scheme are compared to the experimental edge 

obtained by scanning electron microscopy analysis Husson [51] (see Fig. 10). It is clear that the 

profile of sheared edge (rollover, burnish and fracture) predicted by adaptive remeshing scheme 

(middle) is closer to the experiment one (right). Against in the case of a model without remeshing 

procedure the sheared edge profile obtained remains unrepresentative of the experimental result. For 

these results, we can nothing that only the adaptive remeshing scheme is able to predict the sheared 

edge profile of sheet cutting (see Table 4). In the industrial situation, the punch force and the punch 

penetration at fracture are important for tool and machine dimensioning. The shape of the cut edge 
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and the burr height are crucial for the final product quality. The prediction of these parameters by 

numerical adaptive simulation may be very helpful in blanked or sheared part design. 

 

Figure 10. Experimental and predicted sheared edges profile with and without remeshing 

 

Fig. 11 shows the computed blanking force versus the punch displacement obtained with /without 

adaptive remeshing in comparison with the experiment results. Note that the predicted result without 

adaptive remeshing deviates to the experiment values more and more severely with the increasing of 

the punch displacement. These differences are due essentially to the qualities of finite elements 

despite the used large number of elements (230 150) and to the convergence of the computational 

procedure (Table 4). Also notes that the overall error is very high (19.0%) in the case without 

remeshing with significant time calculations (3h 48min).  

In the case of adaptive remeshing procedure, the predicted curve fitted the experiment values with a 

maximum force of Fmax = 3235N (experimental value Fmax = 3353N) and displacement at fracture 

Uf=0.34mm (experimental value Uf = 0.36mm). Also notes that in this case using a number of 

elements not high (54 519), the overall error is very smaller (1.23%) with relatively correct time 

calculation (2h 17min) (see Table 5).  

Table 4: Computation time with and without remeshing 

 Element number CPU (hours) Global error estimation 

Without remeshing 230 150 3h 48min 0.1932 

With remeshing 54 519 2h 17min 0.0123 

 

Table 5: Computed blanking force; punch displacement and edge profile of sheet cutting  

 Fmax (N) Uf (mm)  R (mm) LR (m) LB (m) LF (m) LBurr (m) 

Without 

remeshing 6640 0.53 - 

0.65 

56.5 270 248 55 

With 3235 0.35 7° 0.53 55 271 242 0 
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remeshing 
Experiment 3353 0.36 5° 0.50 40 268 260 0 
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Figure 11. Predicted blanking force versus punch displacement coupled and uncoupled model 

 

Based on this finite element model, the simulations of blanking processes with the effects of 

numerical and technical parameters are investigated in this section. Four process parameters will be 

studied numerically: 

(1) Mesh size : Hmin = 0.2mm (Coarse mesh);  Hmin = 0.15mm (moderate coarse) and Hmin= 0.1mm 

(Fine mesh)  

(2) Tools wear : R = r = 1.0 mm (Worn tools), R = r = 0.4mm (Moderate worn tools) and R = r = 0.2 

mm (Sharp tools)  

(3) Punch-die clearance : c / t 0 % (Zero), c/t = 4% (Small) and c/t = 20% (Large) 

(4) Tool deformability : Punch and die are rigid,  Punch is rigid and die is deformable and Punch and 

die are deformable  

5.2.1. Mesh size effect  

For maximum numerical efficiency, a mesh should be refined near regions of interest with high 

damage localization and coarsened far from the regions of interest. A geometry-dependent element 

sizing function to determine local element sizes. The user controls the element sizing function via a 

set of user-provided parameters δ.  
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Figure 12 presents different remeshing step at each punch displacement. Noting that the adapted mesh 

of the work-piece to the geometry of punch and to the physical plastic strain deformation localization.  

The blanking process can also be investigated by monitoring the changes in the blanking force during 

the blanking process. The responses of blanking force-displacement for adaptive remeshing 

procedure using Hmin = 0.1mm, 0.15mm and 0.2mm are presented in Fig 13. The predicted maximum 

blanking force was a little higher in the model of fine mesh (12.4kN) than that of relative coarse mesh 

(12kN). As the same time, the punch needs more displacement (0.2mm) in the model of Hmin = 

0.1mm than that in the model using Hmin=0.2mm to finish the final blanking. These prove again that 

the damage evolves quicker in the mesh of smaller size elements. Hence, it is better to choose a 

suitable mesh size according to the response of blanking force and displacement in experiment before 

creating the finite element model for blanking simulation. In this paper, the minimum mesh size of 

Hmin = 0.1mm is used to study the effects of tool wear and clearance. Also notes that in this case using 

a fine mesh size Hmin = 0.1mm, the overall error is smaller (5.5%) with relatively correct time 

calculation (3h 30min) (see Table 6).  

The sheared edges are formed with the different morphologies in these three models. Generally, the 

characteristic depths of sheared edge includes: Rollover, Burnish, Fracture and Burr. These 

characteristic depths of sheared edge can reflect the blanking quality directly, and it is preferred to 

have a large shear zone and smaller burr (see Table 7). As shown in Fig. 12, theses characteristic 

depth have no obvious differences in these three model but the model with smaller minimum mesh 

size has a better performance on predicting the burnished region caused by shear damage. 

To avoid the effects of mesh size in numerical aspects, nonlocal method is recommended and it has 

been discussed a lot in literatures [54-66]. 

 

Table 6. Computational time for different mesh size  

Hmin (mm) Element number CPU (hours) Global error estimation 

0.20 45 230 1h 48min 0.750 

0.15 90 065 2h 37min 0.237 

0.10 135 067 3h 30min 0.055 

 

Table 7. Blanking force, displacement and sheared edge characteristics for different mesh size  

Hmin (mm) 
Fmax 
(kN) Uf (mm) 

R (mm) 
LR (m) 

LB 

(m) LF (m) LBurr (m) 
0.20 12.42 1.3 3° 0.60 58 270 252 25 
0.15 12.38 1.2 7° 0.53 55 271 242 50 
0.10 12.00 1.0 3° 0.57 60 270 280 0 
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Figure 12. Damage initiation and propagation for different mesh size 
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Figure 13. Predicted blanking force versus punch displacement effect of mesh size 

5.3. Tool wear effects 

This section is focused on the parametric study in order to predict the influence of the tools wear on 

the blanking product quality. The phenomenon of the friction between tools and sheet metal can 

cause tool wear. The external surface of the tools is always worn and degraded for this phenomenon, 

especially on the corner of tools. Tool wear influence can be accounted in numerical simulation by 

changing the values of punch and die corner radius [51]. In practice, the new tool has the sharp edges 
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whose corner radius is small. After sometimes using, the tools wear into dull edges whose corner 

radius increase. The sharp tool always achieves the fine quality of sheared edge and dull tool is 

contrary.  

In this study, the punch angle radius R and the die angle radius r, are changed in order to model the 

tool edge cutting. The cutting edge with radius of R=r=10m represents new punch and die while 

RP=RD=40m represents "moderate" worn tools and RP=RD=100m represents much worn tools. The 

friction coefficient estimated at =0.02 which corresponds to the good lubrication and the tool 

clearance is chosen as 2.5%. The blanking force in new, moderate and worn tools are presented in Fig. 

13. It can clearly observe that, to achieve the complete blanking operation, worn tools need the bigger 

(40% higher) punch displacement as compared with new ones. The 6% additional maximum blanking 

force consumes with worn tool as the same time. The punch entry depth Uf at fracture (corresponding 

to zero force) and more results are summarized in Table 6. To the predicted morphology of sheared 

edges, as shown in Fig. 14, it is obviously that sharp edges obtained the fine quality of sheared edge 

using new tools than that of dull edges obtained with worn tools. The characteristic depth of sheared 

edge has changed a lot when worn tools are used, especially, the rollover and burnishing depth 

increases a lot and the fracture depth decrease. The small radius of rollover and large fracture angle 

directly reflect the bad part edge quality in blanking with worn tools. Simultaneously, the burr 

generates easily when tools are worn, which is harmful to blanking industrials (see Table 8). 

Tool wear is caused by the phenomenon of the friction between tools and sheet metal. The external 

surface of the tool is always worn and degraded for this phenomenon, especially on the corner of 

tools. The effect of tool wear on part edge quality is significant [56-60]. Tool wear leads to the 

formation of burrs and increases burr length. Burr length is generally an important criterion in the 

industry to evaluate part quality. Burr length indicates when the tool should be reground to obtain the 

sharp die and punch radius. Tool wear also induces large fracture angle which can reduce blanking 

quality. Tool wear can be estimated using finite element simulations by theoretically increasing the 

punch and die corner radii in simulations.  

As illustrated in Fig. 14, the crack generates and propagates most rapidly in the blanking model using 

the mew tool blanking when punch moves to U=0.8mm. The final blank is produced when punch 

moves to Uf =1.1mm in the new tool blanking, Uf =1.2mm in moderate worn tool blanking and 

Uf=1.4mm in worn tool blanking. The characteristic depths of sheared edge (rollover, Burnish, 

Fracture and Burr) can be used to evaluate the blanking quality. Practically, it is preferred to have a 

large shear zone and smaller burr. The predicted blanking force responses in these models are 

presented in Fig.15. It can be clearly observed that, to achieve the complete blanking operation, worn 
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tools need the longer punch displacement (Uf =1.4mm) compared with the new one (Uf =1.1mm) and 

the moderate worn one (Uf =1.2mm). At the same time, the 9% additional maximum blanking force 

consumes with worn tool during the sheet metal blanking. The simulation results show us that the 

new tool blanking is helpful to generate the good quality products. 

 
Table 8. Blanking force, displacement and characteristic depths of sheared edge for different tool 

wear conditions 

R=r (mm) Fmax (kN) Uf (mm)  LR(mm) LB(mm) LF(mm) LBurr(mm) 

0.2 12.06 1.1 6.2° 0.055 0.271 0.242 0.011 

0.4 12.60 1.2 10.9° 0.070 0.316 0.182 0.023 

1.0 13.11 1.40 18.4° 0.087 0.345 0.136 0.045 
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Figure 14. Damage initiation and propagation for different tool wear  
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Figure 15. Predicted blanking force versus punch displacement effect of tool wear 

5.4 Effect of tools clearance 

Punch-die clearance plays an important role in the quality of sheet metal blanking process [59, 61-66]. 

Clearance is the gap between the punch and the die, which is also represented by the ratio of this gap 

and sheet thickness (c/t). Clearance (distance between the punch and die) in sheet metal cutting is 

ranged between 4% and 8% of stock thickness. If too small, fracture lines pass each other, causing 

double burnishing and larger force and if too large, metal is pinched between cutting edges and 

excessive burr results. Recommended allowance is determined according to type of metal: 

 c/t = 4.5% for aluminum alloys. 
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 c/t =6.0% for brass, soft cold rolled steel, soft stainless steel. 

 c/t =7.5% for cold rolled steel, half hard; stainless steel, half hard. 

Practically, if the clearance becomes large, although the force necessary for blanking will be small, 

the rollover of the cut cross-section and the inclination of the fracture cross-section shown will both 

become large. On the contrary, insufficient clearance produces secondary shear; that is, the cracks 

originating at the punch and die do not meet. Furthermore, tool life is also lowered by improper 

clearance. Hence, it is valuable to study the effect of clearance on sheet metal blanking. 

The crack generation and propagation for no clearance (c/t=0%) are presented in Fig. 14 (left), for 

small clearance (c/t=4%) are presented in Fig. 14 (middle) and large clearance (c/t = 20%) are 

presented in Fig. 14 (right). The final blank is produced when punch moves to Uf =1.1mm, 1.15mm 

and 1.3mm for zero, small and large clearance ratio respectively. It is clear that the crack has almost 

perpendicularly propagated in the metal sheet along the thickness direction in the zero clearance 

blanking, while the crack is inclined in the small and large clearances blanking. This makes the 

quality of shear edge become badly (large burr or high fracture angle) in large clearance blanking. 

Hence, it is recommended to choose a suitable small clearance to obtain a fine quality of shear edge. 

The blanking force responses of different clearance blanking are presented in Fig.15. The results 

show that the blanking force decreases when the clearance increases. However, the larger clearance 

exists in blanking model, the longer punch displacement is needed to finish the blanking operation.  

The clearance also has significant effects on the morphology of sheared edge. Excessive clearance 

causes large plastic deformation, large burr, and high fracture angle. As shown in Table 7, the burr is 

not formed and a very small fracture angle exists in the sheared edge of no clearance blanking model. 

However, these characteristic depths have changed a lot in the large clearance blanking model. The 

depth of rollover increases, the depth of burnish is not clear, and the depth of fracture has taken over 

the great mass of sheared edge. Besides these, a clear burr generates and a large fracture angle exists 

in the sheared edge of large clearance blanking model. Hence, it is recommended to choose a suitable 

small clearance to obtain a fine quality of cutted sheet.  
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Figure 14. Damage initiation and propagation for different tool clearance 

 

Table 7. Blanking force, displacement and the characteristic depths of sheared edge for different 

clearances conditions 

c/t Fmax (kN) Uf (mm)  R (mm) LR (mm) LB (mm) LF (mm) LBurr (mm) 

0% 12 1.1 6.2° 0.62 0.055 0.271 0.242 0.00 

4% 10.7 1.15 13.5° 0.49 0.080 0.302 0.186 0.50 

20% 10.2 1.30 24.8° 0.28 0.120 0.331 0.117 0.60 
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Figure 15. Predicted blanking force versus punch displacement effect for different tool clearances 

5.5. Effect of tool’s deformability 

Practical experience shows, that the elastic tools (die and holder) and press (punch) deformations 

under load considerably affect the blanking results (sheared edge, residual stress, spring-back, 

blanking force,...). Theses deformations cause a gap between the punch at end of the stroke if the 

production punch has different elastic properties than the try-out press. The sheared part is not 

sufficiently formed unless an additional force is added to close the gap. Also the profile of the 

sheared surface is strongly influenced by the rigidity of tools. More tools are and the profile is the 

cutted edges are poor quality.  As tool elastically increases, the material tends to be pulled into the die, 

rather than being sheared. A 3D elastic solid model is created to compare the result with rigid model. 

To predict the magnitude of the total force needed instead of standard rigid tools has be implemented. 

The disadvantage of the calculation method is a very high CPU time. 

In order to study the effect of those deformations, the elastic properties of the punch and die must be 

considered during the cutting process. Three cases will be studied numerically. In the first case, the 

cylindrical punch and die are assumed elastic deformable (E=700GPa and ν=0.23), in the second 

case, the punch is supposed rigid and the die is elastic and in the last case, the punch is supposed 

elastic and the die is considered rigid. The deformable tools have been modelled with hexahedral 

finite elements (CD38R). The blanking parameters are: R=r=10m, c/t=2.5% and μ=0.02. A refined 

regular mesh is associated with the punch and die edges where will have highly stress distribution 

(Fig. 16).  
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Figure 16. Finite element discretization of deformable blanking tools 

The global response as the blanking force versus punch displacement obtained with deformable tools 

is presented and compared to the case of rigid tools in Figure 17. The results show the difference 

when deformation of the tools is taken into account. As expected, the cutting operation seems to be 

harder to perform with deformable tools. The maximum blanking force is 15% higher and the total 

punch displacement at the final fracture is 120% higher (Fig. 18). Also, the shape of the force-

displacement curve obtained with deformable tools is quite different from the response of rigid tools. 

 Experiment Rigid 

tools 

Elastic punch 

– Rigid die 

Rigid punch 

– Elastic die 

Deformable punch 

and die 

Sheared 
edge  

profile 

 
    

Fmax (N) 3353 3235 3588 3450 4047 
Uf (mm) 0.36 0.35 0.42 0.37 0.48 
(°) 5 7 12 10.3 18.4 

LR (m) 40 55 70 65 72 
LB (m) 268 271 276 316 345 
LF (m) 260 242 244 182 136 
LBurr (m) 0 0 0 23 45 
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Figure 17. Blanking force, displacement and the characteristic depths of sheared edge for different 

tool cases 
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Figure 18. Predicted blanking force versus punch displacement effect for different tool cases 

 

5.6. Residual stress distribution 

The last one is the residual stress and strain in work-piece after blanking. Analyzing the residual 

stress and strain of both new tool and worn tool in Fig. 19, it is easily to understand the blanking 

mechanism. The residual stress in (a) and (c) have the clear distribution boundaries, which match 

with the morphology of sheared edge. For example, the point A, B and C which have the 

concentrated distributions of stress are the end of rollover, start of fracture and the end of fracture 

respectively in both figures (a) and (c). The positions of A, B and C can obviously describe the 

experience of damage in blanking process. Also, the concentrated distributions of residual strain 

existed in the shear fracture period from E to F. So, it is valuable to analyze the blanking mechanism 

through detecting the residual stress and strain. 

 

Rigid Tool 
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Deformable 
tool 

  

 

Figure 19. Residual stress and strain after blanking: new tool (left) and worn tool (right) 

6. Conclusion 

This paper develops a fully coupled elasto-viscoplastic and damage constitutive model based on 

the continuum damage mechanics. The multi-axial damage evolution is introduced into this model 

through using a stress state parameter. This parameter, the function of stress triaxiality and Lode 

angel, has the different value between zero and one according to the different states of stress. The 

material behavior of 2024-T351 aluminum is predicted using this constitutive model. Experimental 

data in literatures are used to determine the stress state parameter and the model is validated in both 

tensile and compressive tests. 

As the same time, a computation platform is constructed by coupling an advanced 3D adaptive 

remeshing procedure in this paper. It is based on tetrahedral element and has the ability to adaptively 

control the mesh size according to both the geometrical and the physical error estimates. The mesh 

quality is also automatically optimized during remeshing procedure. The convergence and accuracy 

of the simulation are greatly improved through using this adaptive remeshing procedure. The finite 

element model of sheet metal blanking is built based on the constitutive equation and adaptive 

remeshing procedure. The technical parameters of metal blanking are numerical studied including the 

tool ware and the clearance. 
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